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___________________________________________________________________________
Everything written below is from the point of view of our personal cosmology. It is not
intended to be true for anyone else reading it, and we are most certainly not attempting to
convince the reader of anything whatsoever. Even if we desired to do so, it is impossible;
because one person can never transfer his understanding to another! It is for you to prove
or disprove according to your ability to expand your consciousness. You are a M icrocosm,
created to view the Cosmos from your own unique point of view; therefore, if you wish to
experience the indescribable joy and happiness of knowing who you are, where you came
from, and where you are going, you must develop your personal cosmology from scratch to
the level of awareness where you feel the wondrous bliss of being at One with The
Consciousness of Energy! Remember, ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ are dual aspects of the same
thing! Arguing between them is useless, because one cannot exist without the other; it is for
you to choose which side you will physically realize and which side you will leave unfulfilled
in your unconscious mind where it must eternally serve as a reference!

Physical science is masculine; therefore, in its pursuit of learning,
intellectual thought dominates the geometrical description of matter
while the search for hard truth is objectively sought through relentless
physical experimentation.
Spiritual science is feminine; therefore, in its pursuit of learning,
intuition, and direct spiritual inspiration dominates the musical
appreciation of the awe, mystery and wonder of life while the search
for Love and Oneness is subjectively sought through philosophical
Inquiry and life’s experiences.
Henry and Erika Monteith
(Note: in the following text, names of articles appearing on our website at
www.soulmatecosmology.com will appear in italics)
DEFINITION OF PHILOSOPHY
In conventional dictionaries, PHILOSOPHY is generally defined as the pursuit of
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knowledge and wisdom by speculative reasoning rather than by scientific
means. The Greek word PHILOSOPHIA, from which it was derived, implied the
relentless pursuit of knowledge for its own sake and the love of all pure holistic
learning pertaining to the nature of MAN and the COSMOS! “Man, know thyself,
and by so doing, you will come to know all things.” Therefore, initially, the
discipline of PHILOSOPHY implied the study of ALL ARTS, SCIENCES,
RELIGIONS and anything related to these! It is a tribute to the fact that the
Classical Greeks intuitively comprehended THE ABSOLUTE LAW OF
ONENESS.
DEFINITION OF MATERIALISM
In philosophy, the theory of materialism holds that the only thing that exists is
matter or energy; that all things are composed of material and all phenomena
(including consciousness) are the result of material interactions. In other words,
matter is the only substance and reality is identical with the actually occurring
states of energy and matter.
1) The theory that physical matter is the only reality and that everything, including
thought, feeling, mind, and will, can be explained in terms of matter and physical
phenomena.
2) The theory or attitude that physical well-being and world possessions constitute
the greatest good and higher value in life.
3) A great or excessive regard for worldly concerns.
Even though the knowledge foundation of technology, as it exist on Earth today, is
nothing compared to Cosmic Holistic Knowledge, which can only be obtained by
marrying Masculine Physical Science to Feminine Spiritual Science, it is still
significantly advanced to cause great harm to the human race on Earth simply
because it is not the result of this wonderful marriage. With respect to higher
civilizations in our beautiful galaxy, the purpose of technology is to assist the
spiritual development of the people and not effectively strengthen the bonds which
enslave them to materialism!
To an even greater extent, the people of Earth are obsessed with a single goal,
known as AFFLUENCE. Their lives are concerned with all that the pursuit of
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wealth entails; envy, jealousy, hatred of those richer and contempt for those poorer.
In other words, their technology, which is nothing compared to Cosmic Holistic
Knowledge, is dragging their civilization down, and pushing it closer and closer to
moral and spiritual catastrophe!
The great Italian Philosopher, and medium, Pietro Ubaldi, in his wonderful book:
The Great Synthesis, made a thorough analysis of the negative effects associated
with Physical Science as follows (Also see our articles, The Consciousness of
Energy I & II):
“The last century has received and developed an idea quite its own, an idea which
previous centuries did not grasp, intent as they were on absorbing and developing
other ideas. Your idea has been physical science, through which you have believed
that you have discovered the absolute, while science itself is a relative idea, which
will fade away when its cycle is exhausted. And I come to speak to you now, for
the very reason that this cycle is nearing its end.
Your science today has been driven down a blind alley without any outlet for your
mind. What did the last century give you? Machines, such as the world had never
known before (but nevertheless mere machines) and in compensation it has dried
up your souls. This science has passed like a devastating tempest, destroying all
kinds of faiths, and has imposed upon you the dead, soulless mask of skepticism.
You smile scornfully; but your spirit is dying from starvation and cries out in
protest. Your science itself is a sort of methodical, fatal desperation without hope.
Has it solved the problem of grief? What use has it made of the gigantic powers it
has wrested from nature? Knowledge and strength in your hands have ever been
transformed into means of destruction.
And of what good is this knowledge if, instead of improving and lifting you
towards higher spheres, for you it is an instrument of perdition? Do not laugh, you
skeptics, who believe that you have solved everything by suffocating the higher
aspirations of the soul! Grief will pursue you and find you everywhere; you are
like children who think they can escape from danger by hiding their heads and
closing their eyes; but there is a law, invisible to you, yet stronger than the rock;
more powerful than the hurricane, which moves and animates everything in its
exorbitant march: and that Law is God (See our article: Foundations). That law is
within you; your life is an expression of it; it will mete out to you joy or grief,
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justly, according to your deserts. This is the synthesis which your science, lost in
an endless labyrinth of analysis, can never reconstruct!”
Educators in 17th- and 18th-century England and the American colonies divided
philosophy into what they described as the three Aristotelian divisions: natural,
moral and mental philosophy. It was philosophy of this kind that greatly
influenced the cultures of Europe, during the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, such as Hungary. In two of our most important articles, Evolution
(Spirit Cycle I & II), we showed that nearly all of the great physicists who
developed the Theory of Relativity, Quantum Theory, and who gave birth to the
Atomic Age, were born and educated in Europe during this time period. It was
their exposure to philosophy in their culture which made their education
significantly holistic! If this had not been true, it is quite possible that these great
physicists would not have been sufficiently developed, mentally and spiritually, to
make their wonderful contributions. The life and contributions of Nobel Prize
Winner Dr. Eugene P. Wigner adequately confirms our hypothesis:
“Simple Hungarian poems and songs that I learned before 1910 still come to me
unbidden. After 60 years in the United States, I am still more Hungarian than
American, much of American culture escapes me. Jokes are apparently universal,
but no country could possibly love them more than Hungarians did. I have never
known such a taste for jokes in all the years since I left Hungary; certainly not in
Germany and not in the United States either. Food and shelter are necessities, but
laughter is not. So why do we invent jokes with such skill, and laugh at them with
pleasure? In Budapest there were many cafés, of a kind that hardly exist in the
United States. In such places, you were not only allowed to linger over coffee,
you were supposed to linger, making intelligent conversation about science, art,
and literature.” (See our article: The Wigner Enigma)
TOWARD A TRUE THEORY OF EVERYTHING
In accord with THE ABSOLUTE LAW OF ONENESS, it is the primary driving
force behind the increasing desire of physicists, mathematicians, and cosmologist
to develop theories of everything; however, until now, they have been missing the
most important component of this which is THE DEVELOPMENT OF
FEMININE SPIRITUAL SCIENCE to balance THE MASCULINE
PHYSICAL SCIENCE that they have been nurturing since the time of Sir Isaac
Newton.
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Only after Feminine Spiritual Science has been married to Masculine Physical
Science will it be possible to develop a Theory of Everything, which includes
CONSCIOUSNESS, and has the power to adequately address the profound
concerns of Dr. Eugene Wigner, one of the most enlightened developers of
Quantum Theory and a Nobel Prize Winner in Physics:
“Physics has offered me a lot of joy. I loved physics. I still love it. But I cannot
grasp a considerable part of recent physics: it is getting too complex and too
sophisticated for me. But if a single person is able to catch only smaller and
smaller fractions of science, and cannot understand the essence of science,
young people may lose their interest in it. Today it is almost impossible to know
the whole of physics. I consider this complexity to be a danger for the future of
science.
If people don't get an overview, they may lose interest. If they are not
interested, they will not learn science. If young people do not study science,
that will terminate the development of science. I am deeply worried that we
have not yet received any message from alien civilizations. It is probable that
there are other habitable planets; people, or other similar creatures, may live
on them. It is likely that some of these civilizations have developed more
knowledge than we have.” (Please read The Elohim Starfleets)
If the brilliant mind of Dr. Eugene Wigner was not capable of grasping a
considerable part of recent Unified Field Theories and their associated cosmology,
and found it to be too complex and too sophisticated, then it is absolutely
impossible to extract from it, in its present form, a sensible and relevant
OVERVIEW of the true nature of our wonderful COSMOS that is palatable to the
minds of today’s young people! In addition, these theories deal solely with
physical action effects, and because they totally ignore consciousness, they have
not even the remotest relationship to the great CAUSAL Cosmic Powers of
MIND, LOVE, and LIFE!
Only Spiritual Science can deal with the great Cosmic Truth that ENERGY IS
CONSCIOUS (see our articles: The Consciousness of Energy I & II). This is far
from being a personal belief; for us, this is Absolute Knowledge! Since everything
is made of energy and we are all bounded and centered ‘drops’ of energy in an
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Infinite Ethereal Sea of Cosmic Mind-Force Energy, and CONSCIOUSNESS is the
bounding and centering action of the NAMELESS and BOUNDLESS COSMIC
ESSENCE (BCE), or God, mankind is blind to the awesome fact that BCE is
EVERYWHERE!
According to Stephen Hawking and Leonard Mlodinow, in their book, The Grand
Design, “Philosophy is dead!” Well, if this is true, then Spiritual Science is most
certainly dead also; however, this is very far from the case because in the minds of
those who have expanded their planes of consciousness above the fourth level of
awareness (see Spirit Cycle I & II), Spiritual Science has made far more progress
than Physical Science since the beginning of the renaissance; Isaac Newton, the
father of Classical Physics, was also one of the greatest Spiritual Scientists!
The time has now come for FEMININE SPIRITUAL SCIENCE to be married to
MASCULINE PHYSICAL SCIENCE in order to develop a THEORY OF
EVERYTHING, which includes CONSCIOUSNESS, that gives a tentative
OVERVIEW of the Physical, Mental, and Spiritual Structure of our Beautiful
and sublimely Mysterious COSMOS, and indicates THE PURPOSE OF MAN in
Its Evolutionary and Involutionary processes. This is the only way in which our
precious children can be spiritually awakened and inspired to begin the process of
developing their Personal Cosmologies from their individual and unique points of
view; therefore, BCE (GOD) is now asking Mankind an extremely important
question: “Have at least a few people on earth expanded their planes of
consciousness to high enough levels of Spiritual Awareness to now make the
formulation of an OVERVIEW possible? (See Christ (Ouranos)) The answer
is ‘yes’ if these few now deeply understand THE REAL PURPOSE OF MAN IN
THE COSMOS.
The purpose of Man is to cyclically evolve and involve while joyously
expanding the consciousness of the Nameless and Boundless Cosmic Essence
(BCE), beginning at the animal level of awareness, and forever projecting
forward into eternity by praising, honoring, and glorifying the awesome
wonders of His creations.
Since you can never truly praise and glorify that which you do not comprehend
and understand, to fulfill your divine purpose you must spiritually uplift
yourself through the agony and the ecstacy of many lifetimes of experience.
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Indeed, this must be done with a deep devotion to ‘the love of pure holistic
learning’ while thinking, concentrating, and meditating deeply upon that
learning, in consultation with your spirit, for the purpose of earning the
priceless jewels of eternally expanding knowledge, profound wisdom, and deep
understanding. These things are the prerequisites for awakening your
Cosmic Awareness, and qualifying yourself to experience the ecstatic joy of
being a co-creator with the Boundless Cosmic Essence, eternally at One with
Him, and intellectually and emotionally sharing the awesome bliss of being
centered and enfolded in His boundless Light and Love!
Dr. Henry and Erika Monteith
FIXING EDUCATION WITH THE THEORY OF EVERYTHING
Over at least the past century, it has been verified repeatedly that education, which
is based solely upon physical science and materialism, can do little to develop
much more than one-tenth of one percent of a child’s mind. Indeed, for the average
child, this very restricted form of education, does not even start until the child
enters elementary school because only a very few parents have the know-how to
prepare themselves for having children and then begin to educate them holistically
immediately after birth. (See our article: Foundations)
Not only must the process of releasing a child’s unlimited divine potentials
urgently begin during the first seven years of their lives, but also all of the
fundamental questions, which properly developed children always ask, must be
answered as accurately as possible! Questions such as: “Who am I?”, “Where
did I come from?”, “Why am I here?”, “Who or what is God?” and “What is
the purpose for which I was created?”
All of these questions are presently being asked by the theoretical physicists and
cosmologists who are feverishly seeking a unified field theory for the four
fundamental forces of nature. Since ‘Consciousness’, which is the very essence of
Spiritual Science, is not included in materialistic physical science, their quest for
an ultimate theory is futile. Consequently, physical science alone will never be
able to satisfactorily answer the questions which are being asked by all of
mankind’s children.
Not only do the best unified field theories proposed today fail to address anything
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close to the spiritual nature of Man, they are tragically leading them deeper and
deeper into materialism. Stephen Hawking made the following statement during
his most recent attempt to answer the basic questions:
Spontaneous creation is the reason there is something rather than nothing, why
the universe exists, why we exist. It is not necessary to invoke God to light the
blue touch paper and set the universe going.
In addition to this very daunting conclusion, the mathematical structure of
Superstring Theory has become so terribly complex that it prompted Noble Prize
winner Eugene Wigner, a great physicist and mathematician, to make the following
observation:
Physics is becoming so unbelievably complex that it is taking longer and longer
to train a physicist. It is taking so long, in fact, to train a physicist to the place
where he understands the nature of physical problems that he is already too old
to solve them.
But this is just the ‘tip’ of an enormous ice-berg, so to speak! Materialistic as they
may be, still the vast majority of the people on earth have, at best, only a cursory
‘hearsay’ knowledge of the existence of these complex theories. In addition, even
though they may have a strong desire to comprehend them more deeply, the
average level of mathematical education is so low that the theories are totally
inaccessible to them! Further, the fact that these complex theories have little or no
relationship to their everyday lives, and do not impact them emotionally and
spiritually, there is nothing to inspire the people to obtain a deep and profound
understanding of them for themselves! Solomon said: “Of all thy getting, get
thee understanding;” unfortunately, it is seriously lacking on earth today.
Perhaps the most important revelation that we have received from our study of
Spiritual Science, while unifying it with Physical Science, is that each and every
evolving person must answer all of the fundamental questions for themselves from
their personal and unique points of view. This means that there never has been,
nor will there ever be, a Unified Theory of Life and Consciousness that will be
100% satisfactory to all evolving beings who are seeking such answers.
Therefore, the real purpose of Holistic Education is not to teach our children what
to think, or to bind their minds to any specific dogma of fixed beliefs, but to make
it possible for them to develop their personal cosmology from their unique points of
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view. It is only by holistically learning from the agony and the ecstacy of the
experiences of life and through a profound devotion to the Love of Pure Learning
under the guidance and inspiration of the Cosmic Essence(God), who centers and
enfolds them, that each and every evolving person can fulfill the wonderful
‘purpose’ for which they were created.
It is only by observing, experiencing, and living in awe and wonder of their
mysteriously sublime, yet indescribably beautiful Cosmos, that soulmate pairs are
inspired to develop their unique cosmological models which enable them to help
the Cosmic Essence evolve Its Consciousness one step closer to answering Its
Eternal Questions by praising and glorifying It! Since soulmate pairs can only
joyfully praise and glorify that which they fully comprehend and understand,
REAL WORSHIP of the Cosmic Essence can only be expressed by developing
their Personal and Unique Cosmology to a degree of awareness and understanding
that is high enough to enable It to consciously center and enfold them in the
Blissful Love and Light of Its Eternal Oneness.
The new theory of everything, which we have developed, now makes it possible to
release western religions from the ‘fixity’ that has been imposed upon them by
canonization and social norms and mores. This enables them to evolve toward
higher levels of Cosmic Consciousness where they will finally begin to
comprehend the real scientific and spiritual meanings of the teachings that have
been passed down to them by their prophets. For example, due to this ‘fixity’,
since the time when the Christian religion was canonized in the 4th century, it has
been unable to offer its followers anything more than spiritual comfort by
repetitively teaching biblical scriptures at the same very low level of consciousness
and awareness that existed 2000 years ago! The only elevation of consciousness
that has occurred in the Christian religion has been due solely to the discovery of
atoms, stars, and galaxies by physical science which it vehemently opposed
initially.
THE IMPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF HOLISTIC EDUCATION
Physicists have been attempting to construct a unified theory of all physical science
since Einstein developed his Theory of General Relativity. The reason why they
have never been successful is that they have confined themselves exclusively to the
world of ‘physical effects’. As the above quotes imply, most of them do not even
believe that there is a spiritual world of ‘causes’ let alone attempt to discover the
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awesome fact that a wonderful spiritual science of ‘causes’ has always existed in
the world at a level of spiritual awareness significantly higher than their planes of
gross animal materialism and spiritual ignorance. Christ also spoke to this in the
Thomas Gospel:
Christ said: “The Kingdom of Heaven will not come by waiting for it. It will not
be a matter of saying “here it is” or “there it is”. Rather the Kingdom of God is
spread out all over the earth and men do not see it!”
The Gospel of Thomas:113
Christ said: “Recognize what is in your sight, and that which is hidden from
you will become plain to you. For there is nothing hidden which will not
become manifest.”
The Gospel of Thomas:5
All of this is briefly summarized as follows:
“Mankind is standing on a Whale while fishing for minnows!”
Hawaiian Proverb
Consequently, it has been necessary for us to rediscover, renew, and dramatically
redevelop Feminine Spiritual Science before we could finally unify it with
Masculine Physical Science to create a wonderful OVERVIEW of our glorious
COSMOS for the precious children of the Earth who are now being born and
urgently require it in order to re-initiate the process of eternally expanding their
planes of consciousness toward boundless infinity. Therefore, until the present,
it is Masculine Physical Science that has been ‘dead’ and finally, with the
termination of the Dark Phase of mankind’s spiritual development on Earth,
the time has come for it to be wonderfully revived with Feminine Spiritual
Science!
When we look back upon our lives, and think about everything that we have gone
through to assimilate all of the Philosophy, Geometrical Mathematics, Physical
Science, Spiritual Science, and the Music of the Master Composers, and then
regenerate all of the wisdom, and understanding that each and every person on
Earth today is able to obtain by intensely applying all of this knowledge and
wisdom to amplify and modify the agonizing as well as ecstatic experiences of their
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lives, we are gratified, as well as astounded, that we have been able to personally
utilize all of it to create such a marvelous COSMIC THEORY OF
EVERYTHING which is the comprehensible OVERVIEW that Dr. Wigner
believed is now urgently required by the precious children of Earth.
This means that throughout the past 12,000 years of learning in the Dark
Caterpillar Phase, the people of Earth have distinctly EARNED, from the unique
point of view of their spiritual development on Earth, everything that they need to
help their precious and divine children, who are now being born, unfold all of their
unlimited potentials, expand their planes of consciousness to higher levels of
cosmic spiritual awareness, while JOYFULLY PRAISING, with increasingly
profound emotions of LOVE, the BEAUTY, WONDER, AWESOMELY
SUBLIME, AND GLORIOUSLY MYSTERIOUS COSMOS IN WHICH WE,
AS PROJECTIONS OF THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, LIVE,
LOVE, LEARN, AND HAVE OUR BEING. (Evolution (Spirit Cycle I & II))
There are no words to express the enormous happiness and joy of having
continuous "Eureka" experiences which our theory has brought us. We now
deeply understand what Einstein meant when he said:
The most wonderful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the
fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle of true art and science. He
who knows it not, and can no longer wonder, no longer feels amazement, is as
good as dead, a snuffed-out candle----Albert Einstein
Wisdom’s ways are always beautiful. They are as perfect in the simplicities of
children as in the profundities of maturity. But, alas! how few there are who enter
in at “the strait gate” which opens upon the temple of Truth, surrounded by the
immeasurable gardens of God, and traversed by the eternal paths of pleasantness
and peace.
After many years of sometimes intensely DIFFICULT, and at other times
overwhelmingly JOYOUS work, deep concentration, and meditation in
harmony with our Divine Spirits, we are now continuously enjoying the
greatest "Eureka" experience of them all! Yet, while feeling exhortation from
recalling the wonderful experiences of our lives, we are reminded of the words of
Kahlil Gibran: when you are joyous, look deep into your heart and you shall
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find it is only that which has given you sorrow that is giving you joy.
The story of our relentless efforts to find each other and culminate our
soulmate union during this lifetime, which is our last incarnation into the
darkness of materialism, is vast and intriguing. On Erika’s part, it involves the
most exciting and heart-rending aspects of World WAR and the astonishing human
suffering it promoted; on Henry’s part, it is more stimulating and thought
provoking than the most imaginative science fiction, and it extends from the
deepest chasms of BLACK PROJECT DARKNESS, to the most splendid height
of intimate and loving communications with THE ELOHIM GODS OF THE
STARS by way of the COSMIC INTERNET which is BOUND and
CENTERED by THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY. It is our desire to
write our biographies, or have them written by a biographer in the near future, if it
is in plans of THE NAMELESS AND BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE
(BCE) that this be done.
It is astounding to realize that everything is based upon THE FOUR
PROCESSES OF CREATION, which were described in the first four verses of
an accurate translation of GENESIS (Genesis (Creation Laws)). this means that
they are the foundation of all philosophical reasoning and Mathematical Logic;
and, beyond them, no postulates and assumptions are required (Prelude to
Everything). Goedel used them unconsciously and intuitively to develop his
Incompleteness Theorems and we have shown that all of the mathematics being
used today, and expansions of it that will occur in the future, can be derived
from them!
God literally projects the Cosmos into being with an ABSOLUTE centered and
bounded 3-point ACTION UNIT! If this sounds strange to you, then reflect for a
moment: you will conclude that everything that you do, can only be done by
using THE FOUR PROCESSES OF CREATION WHICH GOD USED TO
CREATE THE COSMOS; also, remember that all Quantum Mechanics was
derived from the Quantum Action Unit! Please read a related discussion of this in
our articles: Landone (Timeless) and Prelude to Everything. All of this is
thoroughly treated in the main body of our GEOMETRICAL AND MUSICAL
COSMIC THEORY OF EVERYTHING which establishes the foundation for
the development of an unprecedented System of Holistic Education for the
precious children of the Earth and provides them with the TOOLS that they
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require to individually and uniquely expand their Planes of Consciousness into
the BLISS, LOVE, AND ONENESS OF THE NAMELESS AND
BOUNDLESS COSMIC ESSENCE.
PRELUDE TO ACTION
In case you are not already aware, I would like to inform you about projects which
were publically revealed on December 21, 2012 that formally initiated the return of
FEMININE SPIRITUAL SCIENCE (FSS) to the consciousness of mankind on
Earth. In just a few more months, the world, as we know it now, is never going to
be the same again! The following projects have been maturing, for quite some
time, and now, finally, they are getting under way:
1) Release of the ground breaking film titled: SIRIUS by Dr. Steven M. Greer and
his three famous projects: THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT, THE ORION
PROJECT, and THE CSETI PROJECT.
This film exposes the greatest story never told: The Earth has been visited by
people from other worlds who are not malicious, but in fact concerned for the
future of humanity. A cabal of military, industrial and financial interests have
kept this contact, and what we have learned from it, secret for over 60 years. Their
secrecy is meant to suppress the knowledge that can liberate the world from the
yoke of oil, gas, coal and nuclear power and replace the current world order with
one of New Energy and true Freedom.
Please view the trailer at www.SiriusDisclosure.com.
2) Each and every human microcosm is created in the image of God! This means
that all of the powers of creation are potentially within them; just waiting to be
unfolded! Well, it has been unfolding in America, to an enormous extent, at least
since Nikola Tesla was prevented from supplying energy to the entire world,
practically free of charge, in 1900. The reason why this is unknown to the public
is that there is a Great “Monolithic and Ruthless World Wide Conspiracy” , as
president Kennedy called it before he was killed, to enrich the elite by enslaving
the people with threats of energy shortages, controlling its price, and forcing them
to buy it. As a result, more than 5,000 patents have been sequestered throughout
the twentieth century in order to prevent the possibility of people learning how to
create all of the energy that they need for themselves. Finally, because of the
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internet, these patents are beginning to leak out and soon, very soon, it is going to
become a flood! To make sure you understand that this is not a joke, I am going to
give you a superb recent example:
On May 20-21, 1927, Charles Lindbergh made his famous 3,600 mile non-stop
flight from Roosevelt Field near Garden City, New York, to Le Bourget Field in
Paris ( Since 3,600 miles is the straight line distance, the actual distance he flew
was over 4000 miles). His airplane was a single-seat, single engine, purpose built
Ryan Monoplane named Spirit of St. Louis. Now airplane technology at that time
was primitive compared to that of today, so given the specifications of his aircraft,
was it possible to make such a long flight without refueling?
His airplane was able to fly only 6 miles per gallon of kerosene. Therefore, to fly
4,000 miles required 667 gallons of kerosene. Since kerosene weighs 6.82
pounds per gallon, the amount of fuel needed to fly 4000 miles would weigh
4,569.4 pounds! The weight of his Spirit of St. Louis on take-off was only 2,060
pounds which is less than half the weight of the fuel required! Therefore, it was
absolutely impossible for Charles Lindbergh to make a non-stop trip from New
York to Paris using only kerosene as a fuel! So how did he do it!
It turns out that a very great inventor of the 20th century, whose name was Lester
Hindershot, supplied Lindbergh with a generator which extracted energy directly
from the Earth’s Magnetic Field as he flew through it! Since 1927, the knowledge
of this remarkable generator has been kept from the apathetic public and it is only
now that this great discrepancy in Lindbergh’s flight has been noticed and
publically announced!
Now, the secret is out!! Everything that is needed, for a determined person to
manufacture a Hindershot Generator for himself, is on the internet! Already a few
American families are generating electricity for their homes and the number is
rapidly increasing. To learn all about it, go to www.hendershotgenerator.com.
3) The third project is, of course, our project which we consider to be THE PRIME
DIRECTIVE for the new Butterfly Phase of Cosmic Spiritual Light that is now
dawning. The development of our COSMIC SYSTEM OF HOLISTIC
EDUCATION (SHE) for the precious children of Earth is ‘necessary’, because it
provides the OVERVIEW that Dr. Wigner required, however, it is not ‘sufficient’!
Fortunately, nearly every aspect which is required to make our SHE sufficient have
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been thoroughly developed around the world, over at least the past two centuries,
by the world’s most advanced minds, and we have several wonderful colleagues
who have synthesized it all and are now ready to make our SHE ‘sufficient’ and
complete.
We, and our wonderful colleagues have spent our lives preparing for the arrival of
this time during which the physical, mental, and spiritual state of mankind on
Earth is beginning to shift from the darkness of ignorance and materialism to the
glorious spiritual light of knowledge, wisdom, understanding and love.
The beautiful, all inclusive Language of Light which we have developed is a
unification of Universal Geometrical Mathematics with the Projective Cosmic
Octave of Music and with it all theoretical physics and all mathematical
cosmology can be thoroughly expressed. Already, it has clarified many of the
paradoxes of mathematics and given us a beautiful proof of the famous four-color
theorem, in terms of the octave action unit of music, that even an intelligent child,
with little or no mathematics background can fully appreciate!
Even though this wonderful theory, which we have developed by working with
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, covers everything from basic arithmetic
to the Unified Field Theories of today which extend beyond Einstein, it begins at
the level of a two year old child who is capable of striking a note on the piano
and playing with geometrical toys! Indeed, everybody who desires to know our
theory must begin at this level regardless of their age or the extent to which
they have been educated.
Since the physical, mental, and spiritual development of the precious children
of the world is Our PRIME DIRECTIVE, our Theory has been especially
designed to be comprehensible to the beautiful and divine MOTHERS OF
THE WORLD because it is they who will be initiating the Cosmic Holistic
Education of the precious children of light that they will be bringing into the
world! The role of highly educated spiritual mothers is absolutely critical and
without them, the world cannot be transformed from the darkness of ignorance and
materialism into the glorious light of knowledge and cosmic spirituality. Until this
has been done, very little interaction with higher worlds will be allowed to take
place.
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We believe that the human race is more than ready for our contributions and they
are, most certainly, seriously in need of them. Until now, world leaders have
attempted to solve the problems of the world by treating effects only; consequently,
throughout history, there has never been any permanent success! Now we are in a
position to treat the CAUSES of all problems and, by so doing, we will finally
begin to discover permanent solutions that will lead to the health, wealth, and
happiness of all of the people on Earth!

Much of what we have is extremely new and is especially unfamiliar to physically
motivated mathematicians, physicists and cosmologists. Some of them are so
closed minded to esoteric knowledge that they will not even give us a chance to
explain things to them! Indeed, whenever we even suggest that we have unified
CONSCIOUSNESS with theoretical physics, they treat us like lunatics and
crackpots.
Perhaps the most important thing that we desire to do, and must do if our help
is desired, is to give a detailed presentation to an audience of the world’s finest
thinkers in philosophy, education, mathematics, physics, and cosmology. The
basic philosophy behind our COSMIC THEORY OF EVERYTHING and our
SYSTEM OF HOLISTIC EDUCATION, has been given on our website; however,
our personal and full blown Geometrical and Musical Theory can only be
properly presented, in person, to a receptive, open minded audience while we
are being directly influenced by the inspiration and guidance of THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY which centers us from within and enfolds us
from without.
We are now urgently attempting to get the attention of those who can best
appreciate our contributions and eventually help us to implement those aspects
which they find enlightening and useful toward developing a new system of
holistic education that is required to promote the future of our world’s precious
children. If we are successful, then this is going to be the first time in recorded
history when a MATHEMATICAL PHYSICIST and A CONCERT PIANIST
will be LECTURING and PERFORMING AS ONE, under the direct
inspiration and guidance of THE NAMELESS ONE, in order to describe the
wonderful MUSICAL AND GEOMETRICAL NATURE OF OUR
GLORIOUS COSMOS and the awesome PURPOSE OF MAN in Its
ETERNAL EVOLUTIONARY AND INVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES.
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During our presentation, we will be giving a brief OVERVIEW OF A
COMPLETE THEORY OF EVERYTHING which is founded upon THE
FOUR PROCESSES OF CREATION that are given in a correct translation of
THE FIRST FOUR VERSES OF GENESIS (Genesis(Creation Laws)). The
theory will be described in THE LANGUAGE OF LIGHT which is a profound
synthesis of MASCULINE UNIVERSAL GEOMETRICAL MATHEMATICS
(UGM) and the FEMININE CREATIVE OCTAVE OF COSMIC MUSIC
(FCM).
To obtain some insight into the geometrical foundations of our COSMIC THEORY
OF EVERYTHING, please read our articles: Prelude to Everything, Genesis
(Creation Laws), and Consciousness of Energy (I & II).
To obtain deeper insight into our DIVINE SYSTEM OF HOLISTIC EDUCATION
(SHE), please read the articles: Evolution (Spirit Cycle I & II), Awakening the
Children (I, IIA, IIB & III) and The Theory of Everything and Holistic
Education.
On December 21, 2012, as predicted by the Mayan Calendar and confirmed by the
Mayan priests, an event of enormous importance to the future of the precious
children of Earth took place! It marked the point in time at which the Caterpillar
Phase of Darkness ended and the Butterfly Phase of Light began. Under the
direction of our glorious SUN, and because of the fact that during the development
of our Theory of Everything, our planes of consciousness had been expanded to a
level of Cosmic Awareness High enough to enable us to communicate with THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF ENERGY, we were invited to joyfully participate in this
wonderful once in 26,000 year event! Please see the article on our website with
the title: 2012: Regenerative Sun Guidance.
While studying our website, please remember the great Law of Duality which
suggest that all human knowledge is valid! There is no such thing as ‘right
knowledge’ and ‘wrong knowledge’ because that which is ‘right’ can exist only by
comparing it with that which is ‘wrong’; if you eliminate one, you will also
eliminate the other! You only have the right to ‘choose’ which one you will
embrace and carry out in ‘Action’ and which one you will allow to remain in your
subconsciousness mind to forever serve as a ‘reference’. There can be no ‘up’
without ‘down’, no ‘good’ without ‘evil’, and no ‘light’ without ‘darkness’!
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We are very anxious to join all of the Sages and Scientists who are now working
very hard to help the people of Earth expand their planes of consciousness from the
DARKNESS of materialism to the glorious LIGHT OF COSMIC SPIRITUALITY.
It is going to be a great pleasure to unify our personal cosmology with theirs, and a
delightful honor for them to teach us the wonderful things that they have learned
and to obtain their opinions and viewpoints pertaining to all of our creative work
which springs directly from our minds, hearts, and souls, and is being motivated by
our boundless love for the precious children of Earth and our great desire to help
create, for them, an effective system of Divine Holistic Education.
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